PRESS RELEASE

Ella CB

I AM I AND I AM HERE
SUPER is pleased to announce the exhibition I AM I AND I AM HERE,
by the Frankfurt am Main based artist Ella CB.
Ella CB (1988) works with narrative structures. She invents personas who act in fictional
scenarios. Most of the time she is playing the main role in her video works which are often framed
and completed by text fragments and sculptural elements. One of her main focuses is the room
and its influence on emotions or how an individual‘s mind meet those.
For the exhibition at SUPER the artist Ella CB produced a five channel video installation.
Entering the exhibition space four old TVs are placed on the floor as well as on a shelf, showing
four different videos with the titles Backrooms, Hole, Walk, Building it. The videos were shot in
various locations: Hamburg, Paris, Norderstedt as well as in the exhibition space in Athens.
Within this work the artist focuses on the personal perception and experience as well
as on the story of a place. Through the use of the point of view combined with the cut out
technique an atmosphere of meditation or conversation between the I and
the environment is generated.
The voice over appearing in the video Building it is reflected and prolonged on the walls of the
space. The texts here can be described as an additional but silent voice over, framing or
linking the displayed video works.
In the back of the exhibition space the work bouncing in the corners is projected on the wall.
For this piece the artist Ella CB positioned herself in every visible corner of the room, filming herself falling back towards the walls. In reference to the 1969 piece „bouncing in the corner“ by the
american artist Bruce Nauman Ella CB inverts the camera here, which is thus facing the room,
instead of her body.
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Exhibition Plan

Building it ( 2:49 min )
Hole ( 1:33 min)

Backrooms ( 2:49 min)
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Walk ( 7:00 min)

Conversation Partners

Conversation Partners

Bouncing in the corners ( 4:25 min)

